Introduction
In 1942, Menger [8] , initiated the study of probabilistic metric space (briefly a PM-space) being a space in which the "distance" between any two points is a probability distribution function. The axiomatic characterization of a probabilistic metric space is quite similar to that of a metric space. In the theory of PM-spaces an area of active research is concerned with the study of fixed points. For the detailed discussion of these spaces and their applications we refer to [3, 6, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Since every metric space is a PM-space, we can use many results in PM-spaces to prove some fixed point theorems in metric spaces and Banach spaces.
Fisher [4] - [5] proved some fixed point theorems involving two metric spaces. These results were extended by Popa [9] . Recently Beg, Rehman and Shahzad [1] obtained analogue of [4] - [5] in Menger PM-space. In this paper we extend all the above results for two Menger PM-spaces.
Preliminaries
A real valued function F defined on the set of real numbers is a distribution function, if it is nondecreasing and left continuous, and such that infF(x) -0, supF(x) = 1. In what follows, H(x) denotes the distribution function defined by
We denote the set of all distribution functions (which have non-negative support) by F"
where X is a nonempty set of elements and F is a mapping from X x X to F+. 
, where (X, F) is a PM-space and /-norm M is such that the inequality holds, for all u,v,w G X, and x > 0, y > 0.
Note that among a number of possible choices from i-norm, M(a, b) = min (a,b) or simply "M = min" is the strongest possible universal M (cf. [10] ), and throughout this paper we shall be using this i-norm. < f°r a ll t > 0 and it is easy to prove that ip : [0, +oo) -[0, +oo) is a continuous and nondecreasing function [11] . 
+oo) satisfy the condition (A) and let ip be defined by (i). Then we have the following relations (j) <p(t) < t for all t > 0, (k) ¥>(¿(0) < t and tp((p(t)) = t for all t > 0, (1) ip(t) > t for all t > 0, (m) limn_>00 i> n (t) = +oo for all t > 0.

Fu,w(
x + V)> M(FUtV(x), FVtW(y)) 0) DEFINITION 6, [2]. A i-norm M is said to be of h-type, if the fam- ily {M m (t)}%= 1 of the functions M m {t) = M m-1 (f)), m = 1,2,..., = i, t 6 [0
if is a function satisfying the condition (A) and ip is defined by (i), then the sequence {X"} is a T-Cauchy sequence in E.
For rest of the paper, we assume that (X, F, M) is a Menger PM-space with the (e,A) topology [10] [11] . Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point in X. Define sequences {xn} and {»"} in X and Y by (ST) n x = xn and T{ST) n~l x = yn, respectively, for n = 1,2, Using (2), we have
, M) and (Y, /, M) be two complete Menger PMspaces. If T is a mapping of X into Y and S is a mapping of Y into X satisfying the inequalities
which implies that (3) > /»..y.+1 W«)).
Using (i), we have the inequality
fv.,vM«))fv.+l,vA1>(«))} = min {Fx%_uX%Mu))fy%tyn+1(1>(u))} which implies
It follows from (3) and (4) that
Thus, by LEMMA 2, {X N } is a r-Cauchy sequence with a limit z in X. Similarly, {yn} is a r-Cauchy sequence with a limit w in Y. Now, using inequality (1), we have
and, letting n oo, we get
which implies that Tz = w. Similarly, we can get Sw = ^ and so STzSw = z, TSw -Tz = w. Thus, ST has a fixed point z and TS has a fixed point w. Now suppose that ST has a second fixed point z'. Then, using (2), we have (u) ) being a contradiction. Hence, 2 = z'. Similarly, w is the unique fixed point of TS. This complete the proof. 
TZ(^(u))FZiSTz'(i)(u))jTz\Tz(i>(u))Fz,STz<(i>( u ))' Fz,sTz'(^(u))FZtSTzWu))} = mm{fTz,iTz{TP{u))Fz,z,(iP{u))} which implies FZiZ>(u) > faz 1 ,Tz{i>{v)) > fTz',Tz(u). Using (1), we have (/ZV ,Tz(u)f = (fTz-,Tz(<p(H u )))f = (fTz> ,TSTz(<p(i>(u)))f
> min{FzltsTzWu))fTz,Tz'Wu)),Fz>tsTz(i>(u))fTz,TsTzWu)),
fTz,Z(ii u ))fTz,TSTZ(^(u))} = min {Fz, iZ(ip(u))fTZtTZ,(xp(u))} which implies, /TV,TZ(U) > Fz>,z(ip{u)). Thus, Fz>,z(u) > Fz> tZ(ij}
THEOREM 2. Let (A', F, M) and (Y, /, M) be two complete Menger PMspaces. If T is a continuous mapping of X into Y and S is a mapping of Y into X satisfying
Uniqueness
Suppose that ST has a second fixed point z'. Then 
